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ABSTRACT

By the integral comparison method the strength
of mock fission neutron source MFZ!3was determined
in terms of the strength of the standard Ra-B-eneu-
tron source number 44. h this laboratory mock fission
sources have been calibrated heretofore by comparison
of thermal activity in the standard graphite pile with
that of aRa-Ik source. This method is much faster and
aUows much greater statistical accuracy for weak sources.
However, the thermal distribution of a mock fission source
differs from that of a Ra-Be source because of the neutron
energy spectrum difference. This effect had been esti-
mated to lead to a 5% correction on the relative source
strength as determined by thermal activity comparisons.
The present experiment was designed to calibrate the
mock fission source by integrating the iridiumresonance
activity in order to determine precisely the spectrum
influence on the thermal comparison and derive constants
to be used with thermal comparisons. Although MIW3 blew
up before the experiment was as complete as planued, the
data obtained were adequate to combine with existing
thermal measurements on other ME’sources to derive a
satisfactory set of constants for use with the thermal
comparison method.
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The integral comparison method for measuring the strength of an

unknown natural neutron source in terms of a known natural neutron source,

as used at US AI.smosScientific Laboratory, has been described in detail

elsewhere,l but briefly consists of the following procedure: The neutron

source to be measured is placed about 2.5 ft above the bottom and on the

vertical axis of the standsrd graphite pile, a stack of graphite 5 ft

on a side and 9 ft 4 in. high. Let q(E) be the slowing-down-density of

neutrons in the pile, i.e., the number of neutrons per cubic centimeter

~r second passing from above energy E to below energy E. If E is an

energy slightly above thermal, then all neutrons from the source wilJ.

pass through this energy, and the source strength, Q, is given by

I

a)
Q=47c q(E) r2 dr.

o

Since q(E) is difficult to measure, and since the method is only being

used to compare this source to one already calibrated, it is sufficient

to find instead aquantity proportionalto q(E). The quantity, Ares,

used here as proportional to

of an iridiumfoil due to its

the source strength, %3, of

Q44, of the standsrd Ra-13esource 44 is given by

q(E) is that part of the saturated activity

strong, narrow resonance at 1.44 ev. Then

source MF23 in terms of the source strength,
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J* 23
0 %s’2d’

Q23=Q44 C044 “
J A r2 dr
o res

me ~~t~ty Ares is only that part of the saturated activity

of an iridiumfoil due to its 1.44 ev

also be excited by thermal neutrons,

measured for the foils irradiated in

saturated activity, ACd, is measured

resonance. Since this level can

the saturated activity, An, is

very thin aluminum trays, and the

for the foils irradiated in 0.032 in.

1 223 have shown that 0.032 in.thick cadmium trays. Previous measurements ‘

thick cadmium absorbs U.@ of the 1.44 ev resonance neutrons, in addition

to the thermal neutrons, so Ares is very nearly equal to 1.I.2A .
Cd

~at~es isno+qtite eqtitol.12ACdis dueto two causes, 1) a small

fraction of the activity is produced by the absorption of high-energy

neutrons, and 2) the iridiumfoils used are not thin to either thermal

neutrons or to their own beta rays.

Corrections for the absorption of high-energy neutrons have

been calculated1J2~3 from measurements of saturated activities of iridium

foils with the foils covered with cadmium and with boron glass. Let

this correction be made by multiplying 1.12 ~d by a factor, ~, that is

a function of the distance r along the axis of the pile. Then the

factor, Kl, for this correction is given as a function of slot number,

and consequently as a function of r, in the following table:
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The correction due to the thickness of the iridiumfoils can be made by

12,3associating ‘ the measured activity with a distance, r’, tim the

source that is slightly less thsm the actual distance, r, of the foil

from the source. T!Ms correction, Ar, has been calculated1}3 to be

-0.65 ~, so

sr.#l!NUMBER ‘1
1 1.000

2 0.9966

3 0.9851

4 0.9549

5 099553

6 0.9840

7 0.9963

8-15 1.000

rt=r -0.65 cm.

Tn the following two tables, the first shows the results of

mapping the stsndard graphite pile using Ra-Be source number ~. The

second shows the results of mapping the standard graphite pile using

mock fission source Ml?zj} and all data have been corrected for decay

back to 1200 on Ju3y24, 1955. h both tables, indicated errors are

probable errors.
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By plotting (r’)Z Ares vs r’ for each source and measuring the

srea under each curve it was determined that

~qsi(r’)2 &t%3 J
—=

la”

= 1.002 * 0.005

’44 ‘res
(r’)2 dr’

o

as of 1200 on July 24, 1955. In August, 1944, the strength of Ra-Ee source

number ~ was measuredh absolutely and found to be 5.92 x

per second. It has been calculated that the strength of

should grow with the according to the relation

lo6 i-5% neutr~s

a Ra-Be source

~ = Q. [1.00 + 0.10(1 - e-t/32)]
where t is the time, in years, after the preparation of the source. This

gives, for t = 10.9 years,

Q@ = 6.09 x 106 f 57 neutrons ~r second

as of July, 1955. Then the strength of source MF23

%3 = 6.10 X 106 * 5.5% neutrons Per second

as of 1200 on July 2kj 1955.

The calibration of a neutron source by the

method takes a number of weeks, so if many sources

is

integral comparison

are to be calibrated,

it is important to use a much faster methal. It has been shown6 that

a thermal neutron comparison method is very fast, if a W
3
counter is

inserted in the pile snd used to make the thermal measurements.

8
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However, it was also shown that the ratio of therm&1 neutrons frcm two

different types of sources was different at different distances along

the pile sxis, as might be expected, due to the difference in the

primsry neutron spectra of the two sources. It should be pssible

find a set of constants, Kr, such that for a thermal comparison of

particular type of source with Ra-Be source number 44,

to

a

Q= *44 “
Kr th

Since Q
23 has already been determined, the constants, 1$, for MF23,

presumably the same for the ccqarisau of any mock fission source with

any Ra-Be source, can be calculated &rom

A2& Q@

The measurement of these constants, Kr, was the purpose of the

experiment. Unfort~ateQ} source MF23 blew up before the experiment was

finished. More data on the mapping of the standard graphite pile with

source klEY23would have been taken, although enough were taken to get an

estina.ted tO.5~ accuracy on the strength of source MF23. A very impm-

tant pert of the experiment was to find the ratio of thermal. counting

rates for source MF23 and Ra-Be source 44, using a HF counter at a
3

number of points in the pile. Since this data could not be taken, owing

to the destruction of source MW!3, the thermal ratios have been found

from the

table of

less accwate data tsken with the iridiumfoils. Following j.s a

these results: The indicated errors are ~obable errors.
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(2)
4.15

14.32

24.50

34.67

44.84

55.02

65.19

85.53

105.88

1.26.23

146.57

1.106

1.11o

1.102

1.067

1.058

1.032

1.026

.ggm

.9597

●9533

.9487

1.104 t .006

1.108 k .003

1.100 + .008

1.065 t .005

1.056 f .006

1.030 t .004

1.o24 * .005

.9960 t .004

.9578 k .006
.

.9514 * .015

.9468 % .003

In order to get auother value for Kr, the resonance data

for source MF23 was fitted by the following equation:

A::~ . / / /
~8g&-(r’)2 %1.0 +2h1k-(r’)21764+ ~m.k-(r’)2 3025

(1)

The following table shows how close this equatiau comes to fitting the

experimental points:
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A23 (Ohs.)
A23~e~ (Calc.)

*A23
/

AA23 A::s

(::)
res res res

(counts/rein) (counts/rein) (counts/rein) (%)

4.15 21520 21173 -347 -1.6

14.32 17640 17641 +1 0.0

24.50 I_1880 12025 +145 +1.2

34.67 6729 6769 +40 +.59

44.84 3205 3205 0 0.0

55.02 1334 1313 -a. -1.6

65.19 526.0 490.8 -36.8 -7.0

85.53 63.7 63.6 -. 1 -.16

105.88 8.20 8.7 +05 +6.1

This means that source MF23 could be replaced by three line sources

having these resonance ranges and weights and the ssme resonance results

would be obtained. It is Wssible from this to calculate the equivalent

thermal rangesl to be 35.1 cm, 45.1 cm, and 57.4 cm and to calculate a

theoretical.number that should be proportional to the thermal neutrons per

unit source strength at any distance from the source. Similar numbers have

13
previously been calculated ‘ for a Ra-Be source, so another value for Kr

can be obtained. Since these values of Kr were obtainedby fitting the

resonance data over the entire range, they are probably more accurate than

those found directly from the thermal measurements. Consequently they will

be given a weight of 2 and those from the thermal data a weight of 1 when

they are averaged. The results of these calculations are given in the

following table:

XL
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(a)
4.71

14.88

25.06

35.23

45.40

55.58
65.75

86.09

106.44

1.26.79

147.13

&s (Calculated

from resonance data)

1.093

1.095

1.085

1.076

1.062

1.045

1.025

.993

.976

.945

.949

~th
(Calculated

~om thermal data)

1.104

1.1o8

1.098

1.065

1.055

1.030

1.022

● 9939

.9578

.9514

.9468

~ve 2 &s+ K:
Kr =

3

The BF3 counter cannot be inserted in the standard graphite pile

at these values of r, so interpolation is necessary. This gives the results

in the following table:

Nominal distance of BF
3

counter above source (cm)

21

31

51

61

81

101

121

141

Kr for a mock fission source
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Previous comparisons of sources MF16 and Ra-Be number 44 with a

PJ?3counter had

The best single

%at51~~d

been analyzed by E. R. Graves7 in order to estimate 1$.

range fit to the derivative of \ vs r led to values of

61 cm of 1.07 t 0.01 and 1.05 f 0.01, respectively. The

three range solution

thermal distribution

table:

quoted here gives a very satisfactory fit to the MF16

taken with a RF3 counter as shown in the following

(Experimental)

21 1.043

31 1.037

51 1.000

6~ .9914

81 .9483

(Equation 1)

1.036

1.027

1.000

.9838

.9517

Hence it is felt that even though the experiment was terminated

before completion, the values derived for Kr are reliable.

13
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